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On-chain
Options: Lyra
The successful deployment of decentralised spot
exchanges like Uniswap has created a reliable onchain
alternative to centralised spot exchanges. However,
popular and liquid onchain derivatives markets have
so far been limited to delta-one instruments like
perpetual swaps, despite an explosion in option
volume on off-chain, centralised derivatives
exchanges. Onchain offerings have been hampered by
the cost of the more complex calculations required by
options pricing. Numerous protocols have attempted
to tackle this problem with varying degrees of success.
In this report, we explore Lyra Finance's approach to
creating a decentralised options market.
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Introduction

OPTION PROTOCOLS
Efforts to create similar markets for onchain options markets have so far failed to match offchain
options markets in either trading volumes or completeness of contracts. One popular solution (such as
Opyn) allows option sellers to mint tokens that represent a European option position by posting the full
requisite collateral to a smart contract, as shown in the example of a vanilla call option described
below.

DEXS
Automated Market Maker (AMM) protocols have facilitated decentralised, onchain spot markets.
Uniswap, the largest spot decentralised exchange (DEX) saw $680B in volume in 2022 - compared to
$10T on the largest spot centralised exchange, Binance. Their innovation is in offering an algorithmically
determined exchange rate that traders can either buy from or sell to a smart contract. 

In constant function market makers (CFMMs), a price is generated as a function of the reserves of a
trading pair of tokens that are deposited into the pool by liquidity providers (LPs), who can be thought
of as the decentralised analogue to market makers on CEXs. Further discussion of the details of CFMMs,
as well as some popular examples, can be found in our article on DEXs.
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https://twitter.com/Uniswap/status/1608153402290339841
https://www.binance.com/en/feed/post/138727
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/633767fe56c76476f3d56432/636d1e14709c507ef56dee85_2022-06-24%20Decentralised%20Exchanges%20Market%20Review.pdf
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In this example, Alice first mints a fully-collateralised call option with strike K and expiry T by sending 1
ETH token to the protocol’s smart contract. In return, she receives an option token representing the right
to collect the payout of a call option from the escrow smart contract if the option expires in-the-money
(ITM). Alice then sells this option token to Bob, who pays a premium directly to Alice. Note that this
operation is equivalent to trading any other token onchain, outside of the protocol and with Alice and
Bob agreeing on the fair value of the option in some other way. Alice now holds this premium outright,
and Bob now holds the right to exercise the option at expiry.

If, on expiry, the contract expires ITM, Bob exercises his right to buy by sending the option token to the
smart contract to claim his payout. Whilst settled against an oracle-provided US-dollar spot price of
ETH, the payout is denominated in ETH. This is similar to the settlement mechanism employed by the
largest offchain crypto-asset options market Deribit. In the example above, the spot price (S) expires at
twice the strike price (K), meaning that Bob is entitled to a payout of K dollars or 0.5 ETH. The rest of the
collateral is returned to Alice’s address.

If, however, the contract expires OTM, the option token expires worthless and the entirety of the
collateralised ETH is returned to Alice. This is claimed by her in a transaction sent to the smart contract.
Bob is able to trade out of his position by selling his token, whilst Alice is able to neutralise her position
by buying an equivalent option to the one she sold to Bob in a similar manner to centralised exchange
options trading.

THE UNSOLVED ISSUES
This solution merely handles the minting and settlement of options contracts. It does not facilitate their
trading, exchange, or hedging. In the example above, Alice and Bob must use third-party methods to
agree on a fair price for the option. 

One possible solution to that issue is to combine the protocol’s option minting protocol with the AMM
pool system employed by protocols such as Uniswap. LPs could provide liquidity for option/ETH pairs
(or option/stablecoin pairs). However, this would prove extremely capital inefficient as the uniqueness
of each option token combination (expiry/strike/type) would require a different liquidity pool for every
option in a full market. Options liquidity would therefore be split across multiple options, increasing the
likelihood of price slippage (see here or a discussion of AMM slippage mechanics).

Another solution would see the onchain options traded on a centralised exchange, with settlement
occurring onchain using the options minting protocol described above. This would be different from the
current, exclusively off-chain solutions offered by centralised exchanges in that there would be no
reason for exchanges to custody the collateral, options tokens, or wallet balances of its traders. This
solution does not promote full decentralisation, adding to the existing reliance on trustworthy oracles
to supply the settlement price onchain.

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/633767fe56c76476f3d56432/636d1e14709c507ef56dee85_2022-06-24%20Decentralised%20Exchanges%20Market%20Review.pdf
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As such, this solution has not seen mainstream adoption to the same degree as spot DEXs. The most
popular application of option minting protocols is through “options vaults” which aggregate seller
liquidity to sell a single strike and expiry per week. These are usually named “Covered Call” or “Cash-
Secured Put” option strategy vaults that offer the premiums collected by options selling as a “yield” on
the crypto-assets deposited as collateral.

Whilst an innovation on the DeFi primitive that offers option minting functionality, these protocols do
not provide a full market that traders are used to on centralised options exchanges such as Deribit or
Bybit. Neither do they manage the risks held by the pool for selling options. This means that depositing
into these vaults only allows a trader to take on risk, rather than perform the onchain analogue to pure
options market making on a centralised exchange.
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Lyra

PRICING MECHANISM
Like the AMMs behind spot DEX protocols, Lyra’s AMM updates the prices of options in response to the
trades that it facilitates. It does this by updating and maintaining an implied volatility at every strike
across each expiry.

The Lyra protocol uses a similar mechanism to Uniswap’s liquidity pools which allow users to deposit
tokens and make a market for users to trade against. Liquidity providers provide asset-specific liquidity
to a market-maker vault by depositing sUSD or USDC into the vaults. BTC options and ETH options each
have a dedicated pool and do not share liquidity or risk.

Liquidity providers pool together either (wrapped) ETH or BTC tokens and take the opposite side of
every trade made with the protocol by traders. Users who participate in liquidity pools can withdraw
their tokens subject to a 3-day withdrawal period after they signal their intention to withdraw. However,
in periods of time when the utilisation of the pool is high, pool participants may be prevented from
withdrawing their tokens in order to fulfil collateral obligations to traders.

Init ial isation
The parameters of a new expiry are calibrated when the pool first starts to offer trading of options at a
new expiry, T. A baseline implied volatility is chosen to match the implied volatility of an option struck
at-the-money on a centralised exchange. This baseline is unique and common to all options with expiry
T.

https://docs.lyra.finance/developers/contracts
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A list of strikes, [K1,...,KN], is chosen on which the pool will quote prices that can be traded against. In
addition to a common baseline implied volatility, each strike is assigned a skew ratio that is multiplied
by the baseline implied volatility to determine a final implied volatility for strike K at expiry T.

This means that the skew ratio is chosen to solve the above equation, using the baseline implied
volatility that was matched to the ATM level on a centralised exchange, and the implied volatility on the
left-hand side equal to the volatility implied by an equivalent option struck at K with expiry T on a
centralised exchange. 

The final implied volatility is used as an input to the appropriate Black-Scholes formula to derive a price
for a put or call at that strike and expiry, alongside the usual inputs of interest rate, tenor (T-t), and
strike K. At initialization, matching the implied volatility to those quoted on a centralised exchange
means that the prices are also matched to their off-chain equivalent. After initialisation, the task of
keeping prices in line with other centralised exchanges is performed by the traders who interact with the
protocol by buying or selling the options that it quotes

Updating Prices
Prices are derived from the pool’s quoted implied volatility. The implied volatility is updated in response
to every trade against the pool. The new implied volatility of a strike-expiry pair is used to compute the
fair Black-Scholes pricing for its corresponding call and put. Firstly, each expiry’s baseline implied
volatility is increased whenever an option with that expiry is bought from the pool and is decreased
whenever an option with that expiry is sold to the pool according to the following equation,

where N is proportional to the number of contacts traded and is negative for trades sold to the pool.
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In addition to an update to the baseline implied volatility that is common to all strikes with expiry T, the
skew ratio of the option at the specific strike that was traded is changed. This amount is also
proportional to the number of contracts traded N, with a distinct parameter to the baseline implied
volatility parameter. 

In addition to the change to the baseline implied volatility parameter that is common to all strikes with
expiry T, the trade also updates the skew ratio of the option at the specific strike that was traded. This
change is also proportional to the number of contracts traded N, with a distinct coefficient to the
change to the baseline implied volatility parameter. 

K1 K2 K3

BASELINE IV

NEW  BASELINE IV

0.0075 x N

Final Implied Volatil ity Update
The price quoted to a trader wishing to trade an option with strike K and expiry T is derived from the
post-trade implied volatility the trade affects. The post-trade implied volatility for any trade of contract
size N, expiry T, and strike K, results in the IV described below.

The combined effect that trade size has on both baseline implied volatility and skew ratio results in the
quadratic increase in option IV as a function of trade size. As the pricing mechanism works primarily in
the volatility domain (with prices derived from the implied volatility using classical Black-Scholes
pricing), the effect of trading calls and puts is the same. The change to baseline implied volatility across
all strikes means that the Black-Scholes-derived prices for all options sharing the same expiry will
change as well.

Where K' is any other strike that isn't the traded strike K. The below diagram highlights the impact of a
trade on the implied volatilities of the traded strike, and all other strikes with the same expiry
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Consider an ETH call expiring on the 24th Feb 2023, struck at $1700, trading at $17.52. If a trader buys
one contract from the pool at that price, the pool will increase the price quoted for any subsequent
trade (to $18, for example). Trades of larger sizes will increase the price of the option by a larger amount,
with the price change being proportional to the square of the number of contracts traded. The same
trade will also increase the price of all other options (puts and calls) that expire on the 24th Feb 2023 by
a smaller amount than it does the option struck at $1700. The trade will have no effect on the prices of
options with different expiries.

Like spot exchange AMMs, this pricing mechanism is intended to incentivise trades to align the onchain
quoted price of an option with its off-chain, centralised equivalent. However, another mechanism that
incentivises trades that balance the AMM pool’s exposure (discussed later) may prevent the two options
markets from converging perfectly.

HEDGING THE AMM'S POSITION
Lyra’s AMM acts as the counterparty to every trade that a user makes with the protocol. As such, the LPs
that supply liquidity to the protocol take on the aggregate risk of the portfolio of options that they have
traded, exposing them to all of the risks usually associated with options trading. The protocol uses a
smart contract to calculate the net greek exposures from each trade. This includes the pool’s delta
(exposure to changes in the underlying spot price) and its vega (exposure to changes in the implied
volatility of each option), which are both hedged by the protocol.

Delta
Delta represents the change in an option contract's value with respect to changes in the underlying spot
price (Lyra currently offers options on BTC and ETH only). This can be hedged by selling an amount of
the underlying asset equal to the delta of the option. This is possible due to two facts: the delta of two
positions can be summed to get the net delta exposure, and the underlying asset has a delta of 1
(trivially, as for every $1 change in the underlying asset, the underlying asset’s value changes by $1).

https://docs.lyra.finance/overview/how-does-lyra-work/market-maker-vaults#delta-hedging
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For example, the pool selling a call option leaves the AMM with a negative delta, meaning that they must
buy units of the underlying asset to “cancel out” their exposure.  Lyras protocol uses the liquidity
provided ly by LPs to maintain a delta-neutral position, calculated across its entire portfolio of traded
options. It does this by trading the underlying spot through third-party protocols such as Synthetix and
GMX. The corresponding trading fees are funded using the fees charged to Lyra options traders.

This hedge is performed periodically by a “Keeper Bot”, as long as the pool’s delta exceeds a minimum
value (set by the holders of the protocol’s governance token, LYRA). Any user can create a keeper bot
and call the necessary functions to perform the delta hedging and is incentivised to do so with rewards
paid from the fees collected by the pool.

Vega
In contrast to the active hedging of the pool’s delta exposure by smart contract in spot markets, the
protocol also attempts to maintain the net vega position of the pool as close to zero as possible by
incentivising traders to make trades that reduce the LP’s aggregate vega exposure. This is achieved by
charging larger fees to trades that increase the net absolute value of the pool’s vega exposure.

The vega of the pool is calculated as the sum of the vega exposure held by the pool at each strike-expiry
pair, weighted by the square time to expiry and number of outstanding contracts.

Final Price
The fair price of an option, derived from using the implied volatility as an input to the Black-Scholes
formula, is not the final price offered to traders. The final price of an option displayed to traders on
Lyra’s platform is determined by the trade's associated fees and the fair price of the option. Fees are
higher for trades with larger sizes, analogous to the slippage caused by “using up” liquidity in a
traditional order book system, and for trades that increase the pool’s net exposure to changes in the
implied volatility of its options.

Finally, there is a flat fee charged to all trades that cover the delta-hedging activities of the protocol. All
fees are added to the fair price of options bought by traders from the pool and taken away from the fair
price of options sold to the pool, in both cases making the trade more attractive to the LPs.
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